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Executive	 Summary 
Syntax Cinema: A Multimedia Writer’s Handbook is a collection of instructional grammar and writing videos 
designed to compliment the college undergraduate English curriculum. The project consists of a YouTube channel 
containing three videos, and a public Blogger site in which the videos are embedded and contextualized with blog 
narrative, also allowing for viewer feedback and commentary to be submitted. The project is based on research 
regarding the effectiveness of videos as educational tools and the effectiveness, and potential for, the “flipped 
classroom” model within the English discipline. The purpose of this research write-up is to explain and evaluate 
Syntax Cinema: A Multimedia Writer’s Handbook, in terms of the research involved and product created, and to 
make recommendations for further research and development. The following pages provide the background and 
purpose of the research project before entering into a detailed “Explanation, Methodologies, and Evaluation” section 
for all three phases of the project: content design, video creation, and testing. The write-up also includes 
recommendations for further testing and development of the project, based on the claim that Syntax Cinema is a 
model, and starting point, for many possibilities to effectively integrate video educational tools into the college 
English curriculum. The research does not claim to serve as a conclusive example for how video can be effectively 
implemented, but rather serves as a plea for further experimentation and research of this pedagogical possibility.  
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Introduction	 
Syntax Cinema: A Multimedia Writer’s Handbook is a collection of instructional grammar and writing 
videos designed to compliment the college undergraduate English curriculum. The project consists of a 
YouTube channel containing three videos, and a public Blogger site in which the videos are embedded 
and contextualized with Blog narrative, also allowing for viewer feedback and commentary to be 
submitted. The project is based on research regarding the effectiveness of videos as educational tools 
and the effectiveness, and potential for, the “flipped classroom” model within the English discipline.  
 

Background 
The project responds to a lively debate in academia that is ripe for innovation and pedagogical 
growth. While some in academia fear that the influx of technology, which is radically altering the 
educational landscape and shaping the ways students learn and acquire information, will lead to 
technological or corporate domination, and a “watered-down” curriculum that accommodates 
the modern generation’s appetite for entertainment rather than rigorous learning, leaders in 
technology, such as the makers of Khan Academy, TED Ed, and YouTube, are generating a large 
following among many educators and the public. These innovators suggest that multimedia, and 
especially videos, allow for a beneficial “flipped classroom” model in which the classroom 
becomes a workroom and students access lectures via video outside of the classroom. Beyond 
the “flipped model,” video provides additional flexibilities in its ability to become embedded; 
one product can be used in a multitude of forums and contexts. For the English college 
classroom, this medium has the potential to provide grammar instruction explicitly, and even 
traditionally, through a new, more accessible and engaging mode. Syntax Cinema aims to merge 
the needs for grammar and writing remediation for incoming college students and the potential 
for educational videos to provide such remediation. Though the project has been created for use 
at Lower Columbia Community College in Longview, WA, there are many possibilities for 
implementation.   

	 
Purpose 
The purpose of this research write-up is to explain and evaluate Syntax Cinema: A Multimedia 
Writer’s Handbook, in terms of the research involved and product created, and to make 
recommendations for further research and development.  

	 
Project	 Explanation,	 Methodologies,	 &	 Evaluation	 
Syntax Cinema: A Multimedia Writer’s Handbook was created in three phases: 1) content design, 2) 
video creation, and 3) testing. The following sections will detail each of these phases, providing 
explanation and evaluation for each. These sections will be presented in narrative form, so as to reflect 
the qualitative nature of the research and provide the most accurate vantage point, making the 
limitations of my own scope as a researcher and analyst transparent.  
	 
Phase	 1:	 Content	 Design	 
 

Explanation  
During the “content design” stage, I researched and reviewed theories on grammar instruction in 
order to prioritize materials for the video lessons. While researching, I took detailed notes on 
methods for the most effective grammar lessons, so that I might provide the most relevant lesson 
plans possible. In this same phase, I tried to develop an awareness of the most common and 
pertinent errors in student writing; I did so through personal reflection, research, and interviewing 
student writing tutors. While meeting the tutors, I also took the opportunity to collect ideas for 
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addressing these errors, seeking means for explanation and practice. And finally, I began testing 
the explanations we developed in my own pre-college English course, English 98, to determine 
the effectiveness of the content prior to recording. 
 

METHODOLOGIES:  
 
1. Research: Constance Weaver, author of Grammar to Enrich and Enhance Writing, provided 

me with the stance I needed for approaching grammar instruction as a means to add to 
students’ writing rather than searching for errors. Her research concludes that experimentation 
with sentence-combining, which appears to be one of the more successful instruction 
methods, in terms of retention, needs to be performed so that we may learn more about this 
pedagogical model. She also introduces the idea that there are four skills a writer needs to 
understand in order to continue to grow: sentence expanding, sentence combining, sentence 
imitating, and sentence restructuring.  

a. Because of Weaver, my own research and project reflect the prioritization of sentence 
combining.; I was challenged to determine how I might incorporate grammar 
instruction within this type of an exercise practically, and in video format.  

2. Personal reflection: I remember that, as a tutor some year ago, beyond the “bigger picture” 
issues of main points and organization, there were a handful of common errors that I would 
come across in student writing on a daily basis—fragments, run on sentences, comma splices, 
and various other comma placement errors. For each of these, I used to have a lesson that I 
would repeat over and over. While reflecting on this, I realized that I might benefit from 
interviewing some of the current writing tutors to determine if they would provide a similar or 
different reflection.  

3. Interviews: I planned an interview day in the Learning Commons and grabbed a circular 
table. I was able to meet with five tutors for the duration of the day (2 in the morning, and 3 
in the afternoon), and we held a group discussion. In addition to the list I provided, the tutors 
mentioned that shifting tenses was a frequent issue in student writing; however, they 
discussed that, in terms of priorities, issues like tense should be addressed in later lessons, 
after the more important common errors. Since we seemed to come to an agreement about 
our instructional needs, we discussed what might serve as a good visual for each portion of 
the lesson. We looked at sample sentences and talked about how we might improve them, 
making sure that we had exhausted, as a group, all of the possibilities we could think of.  

a. Meeting with the tutors brought me back to Weaver’s text and the importance of 
sentence combining. As I shared the idea with them, I stumbled upon the simple, 
compound, and complex sentences section and realized this would provide a great 
framework. 

b. The tutors and I developed metaphors for these three types of sentences, stemming 
from a discussion of how we use charts, diagrams, and visuals to explain many 
concepts. Thus, a simple sentence is like a stick; a compound sentence is like a see-
saw; and, a complex/combined sentence is like a machine.  

4. Testing in English 98 (Pre-college Combined): In my own courses, I decided to sample the 
metaphors and lesson structure to get an idea of how the explanations might be 
effective/ineffective in terms of retention and understanding. For a period of a week, I tried 
out the lessons on the board and informally quizzed my students. While there is no formal 
evidence to prove the success, the students’ reactions to the material and their success in 
responding to sentence-level inquiries as well as crafting their own simple, compound, and 
complex/combined sentences gave me the confidence I needed to finalize the lessons in 
video format.  
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Evaluation 
If Syntax Cinema is to be successful, it will be imperative that further elaboration within each of 
these methodologies takes place. For instance, further research beyond Constance Weaver’s 
research findings will need to be considered and experimented with. Personal reflection will 
need to be paired with the reflection of additional faculty members, both within, and outside of 
our institution, and a more formal manner for collecting the data from these reflections will need 
to be designed in order to ensure that the product is representative of the most effective, and 
modern understanding of best practices in grammar instructional design. Though interviews with 
the tutors proved to be an opportunity for creativity and clarity moving forward, Syntax Cinema is 
now at a place where the pilot version has passed, and further voices and research must be 
integrated. Finally, the measurements obtained from the English 98, pre-college course were 
helpful in increasing my confidence as the creator of the video pieces, but had more time been 
allotted to the design and execution of the product, it would have been beneficial to gather more 
empirical evidence from these students, including both quantitative and qualitative impacts: did 
the videos help them to perform at a more accurate level, and did the videos engage them as 
learners? All that being said, these initial methods for creating a draft of the project help to make 
the case for further development of the project and have been successful in launching the project 
forward successfully. While inclusion and exclusion of content could be evaluated both 
positively and negatively, the project, in blog format, reflects a nature that is never-ending, and 
leaves the door open for further development of the materials.  

	 
Phase	 2:	 Video	 Creation	 

 
Explanation  
In the second phase, I gathered photos and started experimenting with a multitude of 
technologies in order to craft the actual videos for my project. I interviewed the Director of E-
Learning and scheduled time to be in their office in order to draft, edit, and revise my product. 
While I had rough ideas in mind for the “story-boards,” I could not finalize the layout of each 
video without knowing more about each type of technology that would be utilized.  
 

METHODOLOGIES: 
 
1. Prezi: presentation software that allows the viewer to zoom in and out of visual objects in 

order to move through designated slides. It is Internet based and accommodates visual 
creativity with its image driven design.  

a. I have been using this software for one to two years for various purposes. For this 
project, I used Prezi to create the “credits” at the start of video one, and I used 
additional software (see Camtasia below) to capture the presentation and integrate 
music.   

2. Garageband: a sound engineering program that allows the user to access pre-recorded sound 
bits in order to compose arrangements, while layering manually recorded tracks as well. 

b. I did not need to learn how to use Garageband but was able to recruit a musical 
producer and engineer to create a short audio clip for the intro to the lessons; 
however, I did need to alter the file in order to create compatibility with Camtasia. The 
decision to use music was driven by the acknowledgement that leaders in the 
educational video field, designers of TED Ed and Khan Academy, had similarly 
branded their videos with an introductory visual and audio display. 
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3. Educreations: an iPad application that allows the user to integrate images, arrows, typing, 
doodling, voice recording, etc. in a swift and easy manner. However, the software requires 
absolute precision since the recording cannot be undone and recorded. Each version had to 
be a perfect audio take.  

c. Educreations was a brand new program for me to learn, and was suggested by E-
Learning, as many science and math faculty use the application for it’s compatibility 
with Canvas, our designated Online Learning Management System. Other applications 
could have been used, but I did not want to use any applications that had an 
associated fee; I also experimented with a handful that had malfunctions. 

4. Camtasia: screen-capture software that allows the user to capture all visual actions taking 
place on the computer screen, as well as sound. Recording can also be edited, including 
imports of visual and audio files, and the final product can be shared through YouTube (one 
of various options). 

d. Though I had used the software before, I had to learn by experimentation how to 
operate the features on my own while the E-Learning Director was out of town. 
Camtasia is the software that provided the final product, bringing together the 
multitude of other pieces.  

5. YouTube: a video channel site where any user can create their own channel and upload 
videos—also provides access to materials created by other users. 

6. Blogger: a digital blog site where any user can create their own live blog and publish content, 
embedding various multimedia components, and connecting to other users and digital sites.  

 
Evaluation 
Perhaps the most difficult thing about designing the videos in light of research was the body of 
research that argued videos were authoritative, and therefore, no different than the typical 
classroom, and perhaps even worse since the student cannot interact with the person giving the 
lesson in a video. This is why I made the decision to use a multitude of visual formats: moving 
screens, music, type and handwritten text, arrows, underlining, and embedded images. My 
intentions were to move away from the traditional classroom lecture model of a teacher and a 
white board, into a more versatile visual format. I had hoped for some actual footage, as well, but 
my access to technologies of that type, and my skills, created limitations. Contextualizing the 
videos within the Blog site further distanced the project from the authoritative stance; I opened 
up conversations with viewers in order to clarify understanding and receive feedback.  
 
The use of technology for this project also gave me a sympathetic perspective, helping me to 
understand the reasons why many educators are hesitant to incorporate it. I encountered 
numerous roadblocks, “time sucks.” and other frustrations as I worked to complete the project; 
had I not been thoroughly convinced of the potential for what I was attempting to create, I do 
believe that I might have closed the project for lack of time and patience. This reveals, to me, that 
development in these technologies will require a large dose of support for educators who struggle 
with the tools and theories associated with technology and multimedia learning tools.  

	 
Phase	 3:	 Testing	 
	 

Explanation  
While my original intentions were to create the videos and blog and “unveil” the project to the 

 writing tutors and E-Learning department in order to get an initial pool of data for assessing, 
 qualitatively, the potential effectiveness of Syntax Cinema, it was difficult to get the raw data 
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 since most staff and faculty members are overloaded with work so that it is difficult to prioritize 
 taking the time to stop, put on headphones, and provide such feedback. I had overlooked this 
 potential obstacle. However, two conversations, with both the director for E-Learning and the 
 Coordinator for the tutors, revealed a bit of qualitative information. Further, I emailed the project 
 to a select group of colleagues, and inevitably linked to the project through my own personal 
 Facebook account.  

 
METHODOLOGIES:  
 

Initial Release: Face-to-Face Feedback  
 
1. The director of E-Learning said that she had nothing to comment on, except that she was 

proud of the product; her position within the institution includes supporting instructors to 
create teaching tools using technology, so she expressed discomfort making a comment on 
the blog itself because she felt the comment would sound similar to an instructor.  

2. The coordinator for tutoring explained that tutors were apparently unable to leave comments 
because they were not members of Google—this was something that I had discovered too late 
in the project, and a setting that I could have changed had I known it existed.   

 
  Additional Releases: Email & Social Media  
 

Feeling that my data was limited, I made a decision to email the project to the Vice President 
for Student Success, a Sociology instructor, three faculty members in the English department, 
and the coordinator for Self-Paced Learning. Each individual was selected based on my 
relationships with him or her, and the likelihood that they might respond to the materials 
despite time constraints. Needing further data still, I decided to launch the link to the blog 
and videos on my personal Facebook page in order to invite both personal and professional 
contacts  to provide feedback in the form of comments at the bottom of each post so that I 
might make a qualitative assessment of the effectiveness of the materials.   

 
 Blogger Stats & Responses  
  
The Blogger site provides a dashboard with stats that itemize the amount of times a post has 
been viewed, the number of comments, and various other details such as the make-up  of the 
blog “audience.” View the data below. 
 
 The graph below depicts the number of site views per date.  
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 The screen capture below shows the Blogger dashboard, including number of comments 

 and views for each individual post made on the site, and the date the blog was published.  

 
 This final graph reveals the geographical locations of the audience for the blog; other 

 graphs within the Blogger dashboard show web entry points to the site as well as operating 
 systems and devices used by viewers.  

 
 The Blogger site also allows viewers to participate in threaded conversations at the bottom 

 of each post. See below for the conversations I have had with the small selection of 
 viewers that participated.  
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1) DISCUSSION POSTS—Inspiration for Syntax Cinema 

	 
 2) DISCUSSION POSTS—Simple Sentences 
 

 
 3) DISCUSSION POSTS—Compound Sentences 
   
  None recorded. 
 
 4) DISCUSSION POSTS—Complex? Combined? Quality?  
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Evaluation 
While the qualitative and quantitative data gathered as a result of Syntax Cinema is, by no 
means, conclusive, it does yield some interesting points of reflection to consider before moving 
forward. First of all, I believe, as mentioned earlier, that a more standardized form of collecting 
responses may have validated the effectiveness of the project more so than the loosely qualitative 
structure I provided. That being said, had the collection of data gone differently, I would have 
never taken the chance in releasing the blog to Facebook, a method that may at first appear too 
subjective and ripe for uncontrolled variables. As a result of this seemingly haphazard move, 
however, I was able to interact with a collection of individuals who have no current ties to 
academia (in fact, Anna is a college graduate). Jessica, Anna, and Elijah take the time comment 
that the videos could help them in their workplace or with their own personal writing endeavors. 
There are uses that I did not consider in the original design, and are more closely aligned to the 
current uses of Khan Academy. The “haphazard” format also provides me with incredibly 
personal artifacts of communication, which complicate theories of technological 
authoritativeness. A personal friend of mine happened to find the site on her own, and she broke 
the boundary between the academic nature of the project and “the outside world” by posting the 
first comment on the blog. Another friend, and colleague in the English department, provides the 
feedback I was originally aiming for, by suggesting that her own students might benefit from an 
alternative medium for explaining these concepts (she actually incorporated the videos into her 
course that same week). And a final component, not reflected in the data provided, is the handful 
of individuals who “liked” the link on Facebook, including one of the students from my English 
98 course who wanted me to include that “If David Sari can learn sentences with sticks, see-
saws, and machines, then anyone can!” In conclusion, while the methodologies have much 
room for improvement, the data provided is rich for insight and propelling the research forward.  

	 
Recommendations	 	 

 
Further Testing 
In order to fully assess the benefits of Syntax Cinema, further research and testing must be 

 performed. It is my suggestion that Lower Columbia College tests the  product in at least the 
 following two ways: 

 
1. Provide the materials prior to placement testing and follow the analytics to research 

any potential increases, decreases, or stability in placement averages. 
2. Integrate the videos in a pre-college English course and measure the success of these 

students, along with their qualitative responses, in comparison with another pre-
college English course that does not use the tools. (To control the data, the instructor 
for both sections should be the same).  

 
Development 
At the proposal stage for Syntax Cinema, the following possibilities for implementation were 

 drafted:  
 
1. Instructors can refer to the videos for supplemental instruction. 
2. Tutors can refer to the videos as a resource for writing. 
3. The videos can serve as course modules for online courses. 
4. The videos can serve as a means for “flipping” in hybrid courses. 
5. The videos can be used to prepare prior to placement testing.  
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Although the formal “testing” did not result in the most compelling evidence to support the 
hypothesis related to this action research, one of the greater purposes of Syntax Cinema was 
overwhelmingly achieved: “inviting tutors and faculty alike to share in the creation and 
promotion of video materials for various instructional purposes.” A second look at these original 
possibilities reveals that nearly all of them are in the process of being pursued.  
 

1. Another instructor contacted me for permission to use the videos in class as a grammar 
review tool, prior to testing; she also wanted to share the materials with her office-
mates.  

2. The tutors have gained access to the videos, and are interested in creating some of 
their own—one of the tutors shared a link to the blog on her personal Facebook page 
before I even shared it on this social network. 

3. While creating Syntax Cinema, I was invited to participate, officially, in the 
development of an online version of our pre-college English course with another full-
time faculty member; we plan to use the technologies I have experimented with to 
shape the content.  

4. “Flipping” the classroom is slowly picking up momentum. While this objective was not 
entirely achieved, another instructor was intrigued by the video idea, and hopes to 
create some similar materials to use in Self-Paced Learning, which is essentially 
achieving a similar goal as the flip: allowing students to work at their own pace, 
watching lectures and reading materials, but working on their assignments in the 
presence of a professional tutor in order to gain college credit. 

5. Although this final implementation idea, using the videos as placement preparation, is 
only in the beginning stages, I have met with the Vice President of Student Affairs, the 
Director of E-Learning, and the Chair of the English Department to begin planning and 
collaborating. I will present to the English faculty on Monday, March 4th to make a 
more established plan and start executing the design.  

	 
Conclusion	 
Considering both the shortcomings and the successes of Syntax Cinema, it is clear that more 
experimentation with this type of educational tool has potential benefits for academia. It will be 
interesting to see if positive feedback to the videos leads to improvements in both grammar retention 
and performance. It will also be interesting to see how various contexts for displaying the content, and 
further development of new content, will allow Lower Columbia College to increase access and student 
success overall. The one thing that has been made unquestionably clear is that this type of learning tool 
is worth experimenting with, as we are in desperate need of pedagogies and tools that will help students 
today to access and acquire knowledge. Not only do videos provide opportunities for achieving this, but 
videos allow us to reflect on other researched, effective pedagogies in an attempt to implement. I was 
able to craft most of the videos for my project by examining the researched pedagogies of Weaver, as an 
example, and this will further allow me to test the effectiveness of her model.  
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Blogger site 
Syntax Cinema: A Multimedia Writer’s Handbook 
www.blogspot.syntaxcinema.com  
 
 
 


